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equivalent to the floor space of a village hall 70 feet
long by 20 feet wide, and propelled by its two Napier
Lion engines giving at maximum revolutions somewhere
near a thousand horse-power, or the power that the
average Atlantic type of locomotive gives.
An interesting point arises about the fuel consumption
in long-distance flying. The petrol in a Vernon for
full endurance weighed over i£ tons. Now suppose
you only wanted to stay up in the air for three hours
instead of seven, you would fill up with petrol for three
hours only, and then have nearly 1,600 pounds extra
carrying capacity to spare, and you could carry six or
seven more people. , It will be clear from this what
an enormous difference the amount of fuel makes to
carrying capacity. If the pilot only wanted to take
enough petrol to fly from Baghdad to Ramadi, about
65 miles, he could carry four times the "useful load"
that he could take with him on the Air Mail Route,
provided that he could persuade it to fit inside his hull.
For instance, when somebody rode up on a bicycle,
leant it up against the aeroplane and got in, I said,
"What are you going to do with that?" "Oh!" he^said,
cheerfully, "I thought you could manage to take it."
And I did.
The Vickers Vernon, although it had no great turn
of speed, was an extremely comfortable aeroplane for
desert flying. It was like a sort of caravan; and if
you landed for the night in the desert you could sleep
in it, although I preferred to sleep outside under the
wings. If it cairie on to pour with rain you had a
little house to go into; if a swarm of locusts bore down
on you or camel-flies started to pester you, the thing
was to get inside and shut the gauze windows. And

